2019

Golf R

*6 years/72,000 miles (whichever occurs first) New Vehicle Limited Warranty on MY2018 and newer VW vehicles, excluding e-Golf. See owner’s literature or dealer for warranty exclusions and
limitations. **Claim based on manufacturers’ published data on length and transferability of car and SUV Bumper-to-Bumper/Basic warranty only. Not based on other separate warranties.

The perfect formula
for performance.
This hatchback takes fun to drive to the next level. First, you can
choose from five fun standard exterior colors, or watch your wow
factor multiply and pick from 40 special-order colors available
through VW Spektrum.* Then, pair your paint with LED headlights
and a turbocharged engine and watch driving become an art form.

*Exterior color options will vary based on model, trim level, and package combination, and may increase price. Order-only colors take extra time and are subject to factory constraints.

288-hp 2.0L TSI® turbocharged engine
Boasting tons of turn-twisting torque and a
powerful 4-cylinder 288-hp engine, the Golf R
comes ready to fire on all cylinders.*
DCC® adaptive chassis control
With three settings of suspension firmness
to choose from, DCC adaptively controls the
damper valves of the Golf R with a refined
control algorithm. Taking input signals from
wheel sensors and front and rear acceleration
sensors, DCC adjusts the optimal damping
force, selectively applying force to the four
wheels individually.
7-speed DSG® automatic transmission with
Tiptronic® and Sport mode
Faster shifting than a manual transmission, the
available 7-speed DSG automatic transmission
lets you quickly upshift and downshift using
paddle shifters located within a finger’s reach
on the steering wheel. It’s accelerated shifting.
4MOTION® all-wheel drive
The 4MOTION all-wheel-drive system transfers
torque between the front and rear wheels. In
normal driving conditions, power is delivered to
the front wheels. But 4MOTION can also send
torque to the rear axle when it’s needed. Talk
about a power move.
FEATURES

XDS® Cross Differential System
3-mode Electronic Stability Control
Progressive power steering with variable
assistance
R-design front grille, bumpers, and side skirts
LED headlights with LED Daytime Running
Lights (DRL)
LED taillights
Quad-tip exhaust system
19" two-tone machined alloy wheels
AVAILABLE FEATURES

19" split 5-spoke gloss black alloy wheels

*Always obey local speed and traffic laws.

Deep Blue Pearl

Mystic Blue Pearl

Inky Blue Pearl

Prussian Blue Metallic

Azure Blue Pearl

Techno Blue Pearl

Star Blue Metallic

Nogaro Blue Pearl

Anthracite Metallic

Irish Green

Jazz Blue Pearl

Moss Green Metallic

Racing Green

Caribbean Green

Ice Blue

‘91 Blue

Sarantos Turqouise

Viper Green Metallic

Cliff Green

Reseda Green

Dark Violet Pearl

Violet Touch Pearl

Mocha Anthracite Metallic

Slate Gray

Graphite Metallic

Dust Gray

ite Metalli

Squirrel Gray

When you hop into your 2019 Golf R, you’ll be blazing new trails —
of color. This year, you can pick from five standard hues, or expand
your palette with VW Spektrum — a dizzying rainbow of 40 specialorder available colors.* With that many options, you’re sure to find
one that speaks your language. Now all you have to do is decide.

19" Black Alloy Wheel Package

The design of this 19" wheel package really pays
homage to the edgier side of the Golf R. Painted
a glossy black, these wheels have five split spokes
centered around the VW logo.

*Exterior color options will vary based on model, trim level, and package combination, and may increase price.
Order-only colors take extra time and are subject to factory constraints.
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Oxide Red

Raspberry Red

Dark Burgundy Pearl

Traffic Purple

Curry Yellow

Futura Yellow Metallic

Ginster Yellow

TNT Orange

Magma Orange

Mars Red

Tornado Red
(Standard)

Lapiz Blue Metallic
(Standard)

Deep Black Pearl
(Standard)

Indium Gray Metallic
(Standard)

Oryx White (Standard)

Hot off the assembly line.
If you like it hot, you’ll love the 2019 Golf R. Leather seating surfaces,
a sleek 8" glass touchscreen display, and Volkswagen Digital Cockpit
keep the cabin state of the art. And to keep you in a state of feeling
confident, check out your heads-up Performance Monitor for realtime driving stats.

Performance Monitor
View your vitals in real time with three digital
gauges monitoring performance information,
like multi-direction G-force meter,* boost
pressure, and engine power usage.
Volkswagen Digital Cockpit
This display is a true breakthrough. Instead of
the traditional instrument cluster, information
can be displayed digitally in high resolution.

FEATURES

8" touchscreen navigation system
Driving Mode Selection
Volkswagen Car-Net® App-Connect**
R-design leather seating surfaces
12-way power-adjustable driver seat
Interior ambient lighting
Fender® Premium Audio System

*Always obey local speed and traffic laws. **Always pay careful attention to the road, and do not drive while distracted. Not all features available on all operating systems. Standard text and data usage rates apply. App-Connect features require compatible device, operating system, and mobile apps. See mobile device and app providers for terms and privacy.

Don’t pass up a chance for
greater peace of mind.
Driver Assistance features can help give you more confidence
on your drive.

Rear Traffic Alert*
High Beam Control (Light Assist)*

Rear Traffic Alert comes in handy when you’re
backing up. It has sensors that can alert you to
vehicles crossing in your path when in reverse,
and can even help brake the vehicle if needed.
High Beam Control (Light Assist)*

Lane Keeping System (Lane Assist)*

High Beam Control (Light Assist) helps provide
better visibility on dark roads by turning on
your high beams at certain speeds. A camera
mounted at the base of the rearview mirror turns
your high beams on when conditions warrant it
on dark or poorly lit roads. It then turns them
off again if another car approaches or drives in
front of you.
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Blind Spot Monitor*

Park Distance Control*

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) helps the vehicle
maintain a preset speed and distance from the
car in front of you. When activated, if the car
in front of you speeds up or slows down, the
sensors can detect the change and your car
follows suit.

Rear Traffic Alert*

Lane Keeping System (Lane Assist)*

Park Distance Control*

When moving, the Lane Keeping System (Lane
Assist) can sense if you start to drift into another
lane without using the turn signal. Within the
limits of the system, Lane Assist can help steer
to help keep you in the current lane.

Park Distance Control has sensors that can help
you back out of or drive into a parking spot.
Audible signals and the optical parking system
on the display indicate how much space you
have behind and, on some vehicles, in front of the
vehicle when parking. If you get too close, the
system beeps as a warning. Maneuver Braking
(included with Park Distance Control) can apply
emergency braking force automatically to help
mitigate and in best case prevent collisions with
stationary obstacles while you maneuver the
vehicle in reverse gear.

Blind Spot Monitor*
When driving, if you attempt to change lanes,
the Blind Spot Monitor can help alert you to cars
that may be in your blind spot. The Active Blind
Spot Monitor can also counter-steer within the
limits of Lane Assist to help keep you in your
lane if you attempt to change lanes when a
vehicle is in your blind spot.

*Driver Assistance features are not substitutes for attentive driving. See Owner’s Manual for further details and important limitations. Each image shown is a dramatization for illustration purposes only.

Forward Collision Warning and Autonomous
Emergency Braking (Front Assist)*
The Forward Collision Warning (included in
Front Assist) system can help monitor traffic
and can alert you acoustically and visually to
a potential front-end collision with the vehicle
moving ahead. If it senses that a collision is
imminent, Autonomous Emergency Braking
(included in Front Assist) can support the driver
with increased brake pressure or, if the driver
does not react at all, it can apply the brakes
automatically. Pedestrian Monitoring (included
in Front Assist) feature can warn of pedestrians
crossing in front of the vehicle and, under
certain circumstances, can brake automatically
to help prevent or mitigate the outcome of a
collision with a pedestrian if the driver doesn’t
respond adequately to the warnings.

Learn more at vw.com/warranty.

Cost of ownership

Coverage

Transferable

Bumper-to-Bumper Limited Warranty

The 6 years or 72,000 miles New Vehicle Limited
Warranty reduces the cost of owning a
Volkswagen.†

You’re covered by the warranty for 6 years or
72,000 miles (whichever comes first).*

Your vehicle remains covered even if transferred
to a new owner. So long as the vehicle is less than
6 years old and has traveled fewer than 72,000
miles, the remainder of the warranty coverage
transfers to the subsequent vehicle owner.*

In general, the warranty provides practically
bumper-to-bumper coverage for repairs to
correct a defect in manufacturer’s material
or workmanship (i.e., mechanical defects).*

Peace of mind
Every Volkswagen is designed with quality
in mind. So our 6 years/72,000 miles (whichever
occurs first) New Vehicle Limited Warranty isn’t
just extensive, it’s proof of our confidence.*

The smart choice
Considering the length of the virtual bumper-tobumper coverage and the ability to transfer the
remainder of the coverage to the next owner,
The People First Warranty beats the competition
every time.*

*6 years/72,000 miles (whichever occurs first) New Vehicle Limited Warranty on MY2018 and newer VW vehicles, excluding e-Golf. Remainder of warranty coverage transfers to subsequent vehicle owner. See owner’s literature or dealer for warranty exclusions and limitations. **Claim based on
manufacturers’ published data on length and transferability of car and SUV Bumper-to-bumper/Basic warranty only. Not based on other separate warranties. †Claim based on 5 years/75,000 miles cost of ownership analysis comparing 6 years/72,000 miles (whichever occurs first) limited warranty
and 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever occurs first) limited warranty.

Golf R Specs
Visit vw.com/golf-r to see more specs.

Standard, no additional cost

W/ DCC & NAV

EXTERIOR
LED headlights with LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
R-design front grille, bumpers, and side skirts
Quad-tip exhaust system
19" two-tone machined alloy wheels
19" split 5-spoke gloss black alloy wheels

TECHNOLOGY

WP

Climatronic® dual-zone automatic climate control
12-way power-adjustable driver’s seat including adjustable lumbar support
Top Sport seats with R-design leather seating surfaces
Interior ambient lighting
Blue illuminated scuff plates

Forward Collision Warning and Autonomous Emergency Braking (Front Assist)§
Pedestrian Monitoring (included in Front Assist)§
Blind Spot Monitor§
Rear Traffic Alert§
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)§
Lane Keeping System (Lane Assist)§
High Beam Control (Light Assist)§
Park Distance Control§

Leather seating surfaces

PERFORMANCE
W/ DCC & NAV

SAFETY

W/ DCC & NAV

Volkswagen Digital Cockpit
Discover Media touchscreen navigation system with 8" color display
Volkswagen Car-Net® App-Connect‡
Keyless access with push-button start‡‡

W/ DCC & NAV

INTERIOR

Optional, additional cost WP Available with Wheel Pkg

Rear View Camera System
Driver and front passenger, front and side thorax airbag supplemental restraint system†
Side Curtain Protection® head airbags, front and rear†
Front safety belts, height-adjustable, with pretensioners and load limiters
LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren) child seat anchor points
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Electronic Brake-pressure Distribution (EBD), and
Hydraulic Brake Assist (HBA)
Intelligent Crash Response System (ICRS)††
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR), Electronic Differential Lock (EDL),
and Engine Brake Assist (EBA)

W/ DCC & NAV

2.0L TSI®, 16-valve, DOHC, in-line 4-cylinder turbocharged engine with intercooler and
FSI® direct fuel injection; 288 hp, 280 lb-ft of torque
6-speed manual transmission
7-speed DSG® automatic transmission with Tiptronic® and Sport mode
Electromechanical progressive power steering system
4MOTION® all-wheel drive
DCC® adaptive chassis control
XDS® Cross Differential System
3-mode Electronic Stability Control
Vented front (13.4 inches) and rear (12.2 inches) brake rotors
Performance Monitor
Driving Mode Selection

6 Years/72,000 Miles Transferable
Bumper-to-Bumper Limited Warranty

vw.com

*6 years/72,000 miles (whichever occurs first) New Vehicle Limited Warranty on MY2018 and newer VW vehicles, excluding e-Golf. See owner’s literature or dealer for warranty exclusions and limitations. **Claim based on manufacturers’ published data on length and transferability
of car and SUV Bumper-to-Bumper/Basic warranty only. Not based on other separate warranties. †Airbags are supplemental restraints only and will not deploy under all crash circumstances. Always use safety belts and seat children only in the rear, using restraint systems
appropriate for their size and age. ††The Intelligent Crash Response System (ICRS) will only activate in a collision where the airbags deploy or safety belt pretensioners activate. Not all collisions cause airbags to deploy or safety belt pretensioners to activate. ‡Always pay careful
attention to the road, and do not drive while distracted. Not all features available on all operating systems. Standard text and data usage rates apply. App-Connect features require compatible device, operating system, and mobile apps. See mobile device and app providers for
terms and privacy. ‡‡See Owner’s Manual for further details and important warnings about the keyless ignition feature. Do not leave vehicle unattended with the engine running, particularly in enclosed spaces. § Driver Assistance features are not substitutes for attentive driving. See
Owner’s Manual for further details and important limitations.
©2018 Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. Printed in the USA. Volkswagen of America, Inc., believes the information and specifications in this brochure to be correct at the time of printing. Specifications, standard features, options, fabrics, and colors are subject to change without
notice. Some features may be unavailable when your vehicle is built. Some vehicles are pictured with options that may be available at extra cost or may not be available on some models. Ask your dealer about the availability of options and verify that the vehicle you select includes
the equipment you ordered. Tires are supplied and warranted by their manufacturer. “Volkswagen,” the Volkswagen logo, and “Golf R” are registered trademarks of Volkswagen AG. “Bluetooth” is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Volkswagen navigation depends on the
signals from the worldwide Global Positioning Satellite network. The vehicle’s electrical system, and existing wireless and satellite technologies, must be available and operating properly for the system to function. The system is designed to provide you with suggested routes to
location addresses, destinations, and other points of interest. Changes in street names, construction zones, traffic flow, points of interest, and other road system changes are beyond the control of Volkswagen of America, Inc. Complete detailed mapping of lanes, roads, streets, toll
roads, highways, etc., is not possible, therefore you may encounter discrepancies between the mapping and your actual location. Please rely on your individual judgment in determining whether or not to follow a suggested navigation route. Periodically, the mapping is updated and an
update will be required in order to maintain the latest navigation information available to us. Updates will be available for purchase from time to time at additional cost. For further information regarding any Volkswagen model, please call 1-800-DRIVE-VW or just look us up at vw.com.

